Quantitative high-resolution microradiographic imaging of amyloid deposits in a novel murine model of AA amyloidosis.
The mouse model of experimentally induced systemic AA amyloidosis is long established, well validated, and closely analogous to the human form of this disease. However, the induction of amyloid by experimental inflammation is unpredictable, inconsistent, and difficult to modulate. We have previously shown that murine AA amyloid deposits can be imaged using iodine-123 labeled SAP scintigraphy and report here substantial refinements in both the imaging technology and the mouse model itself. In this regard, we have generated a novel prototype of AA amyloid in which mice expressing the human interleukin 6 gene, when given amyloid enhancing factor, develop extensive and progressive systemic AA deposition without an inflammatory stimulus, i.e., a transgenic rapidly inducible amyloid disease (TRIAD) mouse. Additionally, we have constructed high-resolution micro single photon emission computed tomography (SPECT)/computed tomography (CT) instrumentation that provides images revealing the precise anatomic location of amyloid deposits labeled by radioiodinated serum amyloid P component (SAP). Based on reconstructed microSPECT/CT images, as well as autoradiographic, isotope biodistribution, and quantitative histochemical analyses, the (125)I-labeled SAP tracer bound specifically to hepatic and splenic amyloid in the TRIAD animals. The ability to discern radiographically the extent of amyloid burden in the TRIAD model provides a unique opportunity to evaluate the therapeutic efficacy of pharmacologic compounds designed to inhibit fibril formation or effect amyloid resolution.